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Abstract 

A proximity drawing of a graph is one in which pairs of adjacent vertices are drawn relatively close together 
according to some proximity measure while pairs of non-adjacent vertices are drawn relatively far apart The 
fundamental question concerning proximity drawability is: Given a graph G and a definition of proximity, is 
it possible to construct a proximity drawing of G? We consider this question for outerplanar graphs with 
respect to an infinite family of proximity drawings called ß-drawings. These drawings include as special cases 
the well-known Gabriel drawings (when ß = 1), and relative neighborhood drawings (when ß = 2). We first 
show that all biconnected outerplanar graphs are /3-drawable for all values of ß such that 1 < /3 < 2. As a side 
effect, this result settles in the affirmative a conjecture by Lubiw and Sleumer [20, 22], that any biconnected 
outerplanar graph admits a Gabriel drawing. We then show that there exist biconnected outerplanar graphs 
that do not admit any convex /^-drawing for 1 < ß < 2. We also provide upper bounds on the maximum number 
of biconnected components sharing the same cut-vertex in a /3-drawable connected outerplanar graph. This last 
result is generalized to arbitrary connected planar graphs and is the first non-trivial characterization of connected 
/3-drawable graphs. Finally, a weaker definition of proximity drawings is applied and we show that all connected 
outerplanar graphs are drawable under this definition. 
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1    Introduction and Overview 
Proximity drawings have received increasing attention within the graph drawing community (see, e.g., [20, 12, 
10, 11, 3, 22, 2, 7, 19, 18]) because of their appealing graphical features: Edges are represented by straight 
lines, vertices' not incident to a certain edge are drawn far apart from that edge, and groups of adjacent vertices 
tend'to cluster together. Also, proximity drawings are of practical interest in several application fields, such as 
pattern recognition and classification, image processing, geographic variation analysis, GIS, and computational 
morphology. For a survey on the different application areas of proximity drawings see [16]. 

A proximity drawing of a graph is has pairs of adjacent vertices relatively close together according to some 
proximity measure, while pairs of non adjacent vertices are relatively far apart. The choice of proximity measure 

determines the type of proximity drawing. 
One type of proximity drawing is the visibility drawing, in which two vertices u and v are close if and only if 

they are mutually visible along one of k given directions of visibility. Application areas such as VLSI routing and 
circuit layout have stimulated considerable research on both 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional visibility drawings 
in which vertices are segments or simple non overlapping polygons and the directions of visibility are parallel to 

the axes, (see, e.g., [1, 13, 23, 27]). 
A different type of proximity is based upon the concept of a region of influence (also referred to as a proximity 

region). Given two points u and v in the plane, a proximity region of u and v is a portion of the plane, determined 
by M and u, that contains points relatively close to both u and v. A region of influence based proximity drawing 
of a graph G as a straight-line drawing (vertices of G are mapped to distinct points in the plane, and edges to 
straight-line segments) such that: (i) for each edge (u,v) of G, the proximity region of u and v is empty, i.e. it 
does not contain any other vertex of G; and (ii) for each pair of non-adjacent vertices u, v of G, the proximity 
region of u and v contains at least one other vertex of G. For example, in a Gabriel drawing [14], the proximity 
region of u and v is the closed disk having u and v as antipodal points; in a relative neighborhood drawing [24] 
the proximity region is the intersection of the two open disks centered at u and at t; and with distance d(u, v) as 
radius. Figure 1 (a) is an example of a Gabriel drawing; the dotted disk is the region of influence of two adjacent 
vertices. Figure 1 (b) is an example of a relative neighborhood drawing; the dotted lune is the region of influence 
of two non adjacent vertices. A survey of different types of proximity drawings can be found in   [6]. 
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Figure 1: (a) A Gabriel drawing, and (b) a relative neighborhood drawing. 

1.1    The Proximity Drawability Problem 
Although proximity drawings have many uses, the study of their combinatorial properties is still in its early stages. 
For example, region of influence based proximity drawings are usually adopted in pattern recognition to associate 
a shape (also called skeleton) to a set of points: pairs of points are connected if and only if their proximity region 
is empty. Clearly, by changing the proximity region one can obtain different proximity drawings having the same 



set of vertices. Surprisingly, for most definitions of proximity the basic properties (such as connectivity, planarity, 
outerplanarity, convexity etc.) of the proximity drawings that one can possibly obtain on a given point set are not 
well understood. If, for instance, one whishes to give an outerplanar shape to a point set, he/she needs to know 
what definition of proximity can give rise to such a shape. 

The above discussion motivates the study of the proximity drawability question: given a graph G and a definition 
of proximity, is it possible to construct a proximity drawing of G? In this paper we answer the question for 
biconnected outerplanar graphs with respect to an infinite set of well-known region of influence based proximity 
drawings called ß-drawings, which were first introduced by Kirkpatrick and Radke [17] in the context of pattern 
recognition and computational morphology, /3-drawings are based on an infinite family of proximity regions, called 
ß-regions, each element of the family being identified by a value of the parameter ß (0 < ß < oo). Given a value 
of ß, a /3-drawing is a proximity drawing in which the proximity region is the /3-region. These regions are defined 

precisely in the next section. 
For each value of ß, the corresponding /3-region can be either an open or a closed set. A [ß]-drawing is a 

proximity drawing that adopts a closed /3-region; similarly, a (ß)-drawing adopts an open /3-region. For example, 
the 1-region of two points u and v is the disk having u and v as antipodal points; thee 2-region is the intersection 
of the two disks centered at u and at v and with distance d(u, v) as radius. Hence, a [l]-drawing is a Gabriel 
drawing and a (2)-drawing is a relative neighborhood drawing (see also Figure 1). In the paper we will use the 
notation [/?]- or (/3)-drawing instead of /3-drawing only when the distinction between an open and a closed /3-region 
is essential for the discussion. We say that a graph is ß-drawable if it has a both open and closed /3-drawings. 

The problem of characterizing /3-drawable trees has been studied in [3, 2] in the plane, and in [19] in 3- 
dimensional space. Lubiw and Sleumer [20, 22] initiated the study of /3-drawability of biconnected outerplanar 
graphs. They focused on the values ß = 1 and ß = 2 and showed that every maximal outerplanar graph admits 
both a (2)-drawing and a [l]-drawing; furthermore, they proved that all biconnected outerplanar graphs are (2)- 
drawable and conjectured that such graphs are also [l]-drawable. 

1.2    Results 
The main results presented in this paper are listed below. 

• We settle in the affirmative the conjecture of Lubiw and Sleumer [20, 22], by showing that all biconnected 
outerplanar graphs are [l]-drawable. We also extend this result and show that all biconnected outerplanar 
graphs are /3-drawable for all values of ß such that 1 < ß < 2. Observe that the interval 1 < ß < 2 is the 
most interesting for studying the /3-drawability of planar graphs, since, for ß > 2, no /3-drawing can have 
triangular faces; for ß < 1, /3-drawings are not guaranteed to be planar [2]. 

• We study convex /3-drawings. A convex drawing of a planar graph is one in which each face is a convex 
polygon. Convex drawings are an important object of study in graph drawing because of their aesthetic 
appeal (see, e.g., [9, 5, 8, 25, 4]). We provide here a negative result, by showing that there exist biconnected 
outerplanar graphs that do not admit any convex /3-drawing. We also show that such negative results hold 
even if the proximity constraint of the drawing is relaxed to the so-called weak ß-proximity model [7]: a weak 
ß-drawing is such that for every pair of adjacent adjacent vertices the corresponding /3-region is empty, while 
for pairs of non adjacent vertices the corresponding /3-region may be or may be not empty. 

• We extend our investigation to connected graphs. A general theorem is given that provides an upper bound 
on the number of biconnected components sharing a cut-vertex in a /3-drawable graph, for ß G [0, oo]. This is 
of particular interest since it is the first non-trivial result on the connectivity of/3-drawable graphs. See, e.g., 
[15, 26] for more on connectivity, As an application of our result, we prove inclusion relations for connected 
outerplanar /3-drawable graphs with respect to larger classes of graphs. 

• We exploit the relationship between /3-drawings, minimum spanning trees, and Delaunay triangulations to 
show classes of forbidden outerplanar graphs, i.e. outerplanar graphs that are not /3-drawable for 1 < ß < 2. 
Our approach generalizes to outerplanar graphs previous techniques developed for studying the /3-drawability 
of trees (see [3, 2]). Also, motivated by the existence of forbidden outerplanar graphs, we consider the 
representability of outerplanar graphs with the weak /3-proximity model and show that all such graphs 



admit weak /3-drawings for any given value of ß in the interval 1 < ß < 2. 

Table 1 summarizes the characterization results about the /3-drawability of outerplanar graphs. The entries 
having a bibliographic reference describe previously known results. All other entries describe results from this 
paper {CO} {BO} and {MO} are the set of all connected outerplanar, biconnected outerplanar, and maximal 
outerplanar graphs, 'respectively. Gco(ß), Qßo(ß), and GMO{ß) are the classes of connected outerplanar ^con- 

nected outerplanar, and maximal outerplanar (/3)-drawable graphs, respectively. Similarly, Gco[ß\, pjWJ» a™ 
QMOW] are the classes of connected outerplanar, biconnected outerplanar, and maximal outerplanar [/?j-drawable 

graphs respectively. Gk denotes the class of graphs such that the number of biconnected components sharing a 
cut-vertex is at most fc; % is the class of trees whose vertex degree is at most k; T is the class of forbidden trees 

described in [3]. 
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GMo(ß) = {MO} 
GMo[ß] = {MO} 
GMo(ß) = {MO} 
GMo[ß] = {MÖ} 

GMQ{2) = {MO} [2Q, 22) 

Table 1: Summarizing the characterization results on the /?-drawability of outerplanar graphs for 1 < ß < 2. 

2    Preliminaries 
We review first standard definitions on outerplanar graphs. We then formally define the set of /?-regions. Finally, 
we introduce the concept of the ß-boundary curve, which will be used for computing /^-drawings of biconnected 

outerplanar graphs. 

2.1    Outerplanar Graphs 
A planar graph is outerplanar if it has a planar embedding such that all vertices lie on a single face. 

For a vertex u in a biconnected outerplanar graph G, the fan of u, denoted Fu, is the subgraph induced by 
all vertices which share a face with u. Given an embedding of G, let uuu2,.. -,uk denote the neighbors of u in 
clockwise order, and, for each i < k, let uiA, u,-,2,..., «,>,. denote the vertices of Fu non-adjacent to u on the chain 
from Ui to U.-+1. The edges tmi and uuk are called the first and last edges of F„, the edges ttttf are called the radto/ 

edges, and the remaining edges are called the fan edges. Vertex u is the apex of fan Fu. 
Given a cut-set 5 of vertices of G, let Gx,G2,...,Gn be the components of G - S. The S-components of G 

are the subgraphs of G induced by the sets V{Gt) U 5. For a fan edge e of fan Fu, let Gu(e) be the e-component 

of G not containing u. 

2.2    The set of ^-regions 

Given a pair x,y of points in the plane, the open ß-region of influence of x and y, and the closed ß-region of 

influence of x and y, denoted by R{x,y,ß) and R[x,y,ßf\ respectively, are defined as follows [17]: 

1. For 0 < ß < 1, R(x,y,ß) is the intersection of the two open disks of radius d{x,y)/(2ß) passing through 

both x and y. R[x, y, ß] is the intersection of the two corresponding closed disks. 

2. For 1 < ß < oo, R(x,y,ß) is the intersection of the two open disks of radius ßd(x,y)/2, centered at the 
' points 7l - ß/2)x + {ß/2)y and {ß/2)x + (1 - ß/2)y. R[x, y, ß] is the intersection of the two corresponding 

closed disks. 



3. R{x, y, oo) is the open infinite strip perpendicular to the line segment xy and R[x, y, oo] is the closed infinite 

strip perpendicular to the line segment xy. 

4. R(x, y, 0) is the empty set; R[x, y, 0] is the line segment connecting x and y. 

Geometric quantities used to analyze /3-drawings are the two angles a{ß) and 7(/3), defined as follows. 

1. «(/?) = M{Lxzy \\ z 6 R[x:y,/?]}. 
2. 7{ß) is only defined for ß > 2, and 7(2) = f. For ß > 2, let z ? y be a point on the boundary of £[z, y, /?] 

such that d(x, y) = d(z, z). Then T(/3) = Zzzy. 

In the following property, angles a(ß) and -y(ß) are denoted as a and 7, for short. 

Property 2.1   [2] 
The value ß is related to angles a and 7 as follows. 

• ß- sin a for 0 < ß < 1 and § < a < 7r. 

• /? = ^— /or 1< /? < 2 and 0 < a < f. 
/ 1—cos« ^ ^  — l 

• /?=^/or2</3<c»ondf <7<f- 

2.3    The /^-Boundary Curve 
Before we can present our algorithm for producing /3-drawings of biconnected outerplanar graphs, we need to 

introduce and study the following curve. 

Definition 2.1 Given ß € [1,2] and points u and v in the plane, the ß-boundary of u with respect to v is the 
curve, z = Cuvß(6) where z is the point in the plane such that Lvuz = 6 and v is on the boundary of R[u,z,ß]. 
We assume that -TT/2 < 6 < n/2 and that a positive angle corresponds to Auvz forming a clockwise cycle. 

For example, Cu,„,i (0) is the line through u orthogonal to the segment üv. In this paper, we will be concerned 

with only those 0 in the range [-7r/4,7r/4]. 

Lemma 2.1 For ß 6 [-ff/4, TT/4], if u = (0, 0) and v = (0,1), then 

2(^1- (2//3- l)2sin20- (2//3- l)cosg   . 
r>     „Cfl\ — __* 1_1 . (sin0,cos0). 
L»,v,ß[f>)- ß{i _ (2/0 _ 1)2) v ; 

Sketch of proof: Let z = C„,„^(o) and let p be the center of the circle which defines the portion of the boundary 
of R[u,z,ß] containing v and'z. Since (sin 0, cos 6) is the unit vector in the direction of z from u, we need only 
determine | z | in order to get a formula for z. Let w =\ up | and / =| pz |; then w+^ I =| z | To determine w and 
/, note that by definition, w/l = 2/ß - 1. Using the fact that | y |= 1 and | yp |=| pz |, it is easy to show that 

w + l = 
^v/l-(2//3-l)2sin20 - (2//3 - 1) cos 9 

After this, simple algebra suffices to establish the formula of the lemma. D 

The next lemma describes some important properties of Cu,vß {6). 

Lemma 2.2 For ß G (1,2), the curve Cu,v,ß(9) is convex in the range -TT/4 < 9 < K/4 and the tangent to Cu,Vtß(9) 

at 6 = 0 is orthogonal to üv. 

Sketch of proof: It suffices to show the following. 

1. CUiV,ß{9) has non-zero curvature on (0,7r/4) and (-TT/4,0), 

2. The tangent to Cu,v,ß{B) for all sufficiently small 9 > 0 is negative, and 

3. The tangent to Cu,v,ß{0) for all sufficiently small 6 < 0 is positive. 



The formula for the curvature of a plane curve (x{0),y(0)) is given by 

| x'y" - y'x" 1 

((x')2 + (y')2))(3/2)" 

It can be shown by elementary (but tedious) analytic and algebraic methods that the curvature of Cu,v,ß (ff) is 
non-zero for 0 G (-TT/4,0) U (0,TT/4), for all ß G (1,2). Similar, but simpler, methods can be used to establish 

properties 2 and 3. 

3    Proximity Drawings of Biconnected Outerplanar Graphs 
We start by showing how to compute a /3-drawing of a fan. We then show how to compute a /3-drawing of any 
biconnected outerplanar graph. Finally, we study convexity prperties of /^-drawings of outerplanar graphs. For 
brevity, we will sometimes use the expression "to /3-draw a graph G" instead of the expression to compute a 

/j-drawing of a graph G". 

3.1    How to /3-draw a Fan 

We begin with a technical lemma about /^-drawings. 

Lemma 3.1 Given /3,1< /3 < 2, and two graphs Gj and G2 whose intersection consists of a single edge uv, let 
r, and T2 be ß-drawings of graphs Gj and G2 both of which have u drawn at point a and v at point b. 7/Ii and 
T2 are on opposite sides of the line determined by ab, and the union of the two drawings lies m a convex region 
which has both a and b on its boundary, then Tj U T2 is a ß-drawing of d U G2. 

Proof omitted in abstract. 

Lemma 3.2 Let Fu be a fan with apex u such that uux is the first edge of Fu and let ß be such that 1 < ß < 2. 
Then Fu can be ß-drawn in any triangle Aabc having labe > TT/2, <™d Lhac < */*> so that vertlces U md Ul ,are 

drawn at a and b, respectively, and that the fan edges form a convex chain with the property that given any three 

vertices v-i,v2,v3 on the chain, Lv\v2v3 > TT/2. 

Sketch of proof: The proof is by induction on the number of neighbors of u. Assume, for the base case, that 
u has two neighbors u, and u2 connected by a chain «,,,,..., uh,n of non-neighbors of u. Let 0 be any angle no 
greater than Lbac. We describe a /3-drawing of the fan in Aabc as specified in the statement of the lemma having 
Lu]uu2 = 6. Moreover, this drawing will have the property that /-Uh,nu2)u< n/2. 

We first describe how to correctly /3-draw vertex u2, and then how to /3-draw the chain of fan vertices from 
ti, to u2 Consider the ray from u at a positive angle 0 with the segment um. We guarantee that u2 is not in 
R[u,uuß] by placing it exterior to B[u,«i,2], the boundary of which is C„,„ll2(). To ensure that «j is not in the 
region R[u, u2, ß], we position u2 interior to the curve Ca,Uuß{). Note that this is possible since Cu,Uuß{) intersects 
the ray beyond the point at which the ray is intersected by Cu,Ul,2(). 

We show now how to /?-draw the chain of fan vertices from m to u2. We need to ensure that the sequence 
«i,«i i,«! a,...,«! „,,«2 is convex, that luhmu2u < TT/2, and that each region R[u,uhi,ß] contains some vertex 
of the sequence. We will position the vertices of the chain on the curve Ci^22, between the line L determined 
by ttic and the curve Cuu^ß. It is easy to see that ui,«i,i,tii,2, • • .,«i,m,«2 then form a convex chain in which 
Z«! m«2, u < ff/2. Since the curve Cuuxß intersects each segment uu1>u m is in R[u} uhh ß]. Finally, it can be easily 
checked'that ZujUi ,u2 > TT/2, for every vertex uu on the chain; thus the ^-region of any two non-consecutive 
vertices on the chain contains some vertex of the chain. This completes the proof of the base case; we now consider 

the induction step. . 
Consider a fan Fa in which u has k > 2 neighbors. Let 0 = lbac/(k - 1). Draw the part of the fan consisting of 

u and the chain from ux to u2 as in the base case. Now, let c' be the intersection of the line determined by uhmu2 

and the segment ac; let V = u2. By induction, the fan Fu - {«, uu uhU ..., uhm} can be /3-drawn in the (obtuse) 
triangle ab'c' as specified in the lemma. Now, by Lemma 3.1, the union of the /3-drawings of the two smaller 
fans is a /3-drawing of Fu. Observe that, because of the way A{ab'c') is defined, the construction guarantees that 



luhmu2u2,-i < n.  Figure 2(a) shows fan Fu drawn within Aabc; Figure 2(b) illustrates details of the drawing 

strategy described above. 
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Figure 2: (a) Fan Fu /3-drawn inside Aabc, and (b) details on how to /3-draw Fu. 

D 

3.2    How to /?-Draw Biconnected Outerplanar Graphs 

We are now ready to prove the /5-drawability of biconnected outerplanar graphs. 

Theorem 3.1 0BO[1] = {BO}, and GBo{ß) = Qßo[ß] = {BO} for all values of ß such that 1< ß < 2. 

Sketch of proof: Let T = Aabc be a triangle such that labe > n/2, let G be a biconnected outerplanar graph, 
and let uv be an edge of G. We will show that, for any ß € [1,2), G admits a /3-drawing inside T such that u 
is mapped to a and v is mapped to 6. Through the proof, we will be using the same notation as in the proof of 

Lemma 3.2. 
By Lemma 3.2, Fu can be /9-drawn in triangle Aabc so that vertices u and v are drawn at a and b, respectively, 

and that the fan edges form a convex chain. We will show that, for each fan edge e of Fu, an obtuse triangle Te 

having e as a side can be defined such that the following two properties hold, 

1. for fan edges e,e' such that e ^ e' and any points x £ Te and y £ Te>, some vertex of Fu lies in R[x,y,ß]; 

and 
2. if some Te contains a /3-drawing T of a graph such that e is an edge of T, then no vertex of T lies in R[u,«,-, /?], 

for any i < fc. 
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Figure 3: Illustration for the proof of Theorem 3.1 

This will allow us to /3-draw recursively draw each subgraph Gu(e) in Te, giving a /3-drawing of G in the original 
obtuse triangle T. 

The rest of the proof is concerned with showing that the triangles Te exist. The following two observations 
can be made about the /3-drawing of Fu computed by the algorithm of Lemma 3.2, 

• Since the exterior angles along the chain of fan edges of Fu are all greater than 7r, it is possible to dehne, for 
each fan edge e = w^w^ a point pe in Aabc such that WiW2pe are vertices of a triangle with Lvwpe > ir/2. 
Further, these points can be positioned so that if w\, W2, wz are consecutive fan vertices, then letting e — W\W2 
and e' = ^2^3, LpcW2pe' > 7r/2 (see Figure 3). 

• The drawing algorithm of Lemma 3.2 does not make any particular assumption about the angle Lu\uuk 
between the first edge uu\ and the last edge uuk of Fu, other than 0 < Lu\UUk < 7r/2. Also, notice that 
Luu\U\ti can be any obtuse angle less than Labe and that luk-i,mUkU < pi/2. Thus, by using the algorithm 
of Lemma 3.2, it is always possible to /3-draw Fu inside A(afcc) so that the following is true: given any vertex 
v (v ^ u\ and v ^ u^) along the convex chain of fan edges, Lu\VUk > IT/2. This implies that given any three 
vertices Ui, «2, "3 on the convex chain, Lv\V2Vz > n/2. 

The above two observations allow us to prove Property 1. 
To prove Property 2, let e = w\W2 be a fan edge of Fu, and assume that Te contains a /3-drawing T of a graph 

having e as an edge. Since R[u,U{,ß] (1 Te (1 < i < k) is a subset of R[wi,W2,ß], R[u,U{,ß] cannot contain any 
vertex of T (other than possibly v or w, if either v or w coincides with Ui). D 

3.3    Convexity of Outerplanar /3-drawings 

In this subsection we present a negative result about the convexity of /^-drawings of outerplanar graphs. 
The octagon is the outerplanar graph consisting of eight vertices and two cycles, one with eight edges and the 

other with four edges, and such that no two vertices of degree four are adjacent. The vertices of degree four are 
called corner vertices; the other vertices are side vertices. An octagon graph G and a [l]-drawing of G are depicted 
in Figure 4(a) and (6), respectively. 

Lemma 3.3 Any ß-drawing of the octagon for 1 < ß < 2 is such that the external face of the drawing is non- 
convex. Furthermore, any [l]-drawing of the octagon has non-convex external face. 

Sketch of proof: 
Let G be the octagon and let T be any /3-drawing of G for some value of ß in the interval stated by the theorem. 

We show that T always has two edges incident on a corner vertex that form an angle less than it on the external 
face. 

We can make the following two observations on T (see Figure 4). 

1. All vertices of T must be on the external face. In fact, any 4-cycle in a [l]-drawing must be a face (any point 
inside a quadrilateral Q is contained in at least one of the closed disks having the edges of Q as diameter). 
Thus a 4-cycle is a face in any /3-drawing with 1 < ß < 2. 
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Figure 4: (a) An octagon graph G, and (b) a [l]-drawing of G. 

2. For every face (v, w, u) of T such that v and « are corner and w is side, we have that Ivwu < §, otherwise 
w £ R[v,u,l] (and hence w £ R[v,u,ß] for larger values of ß), contradicting the fact that v and w are 
adjacent. 

Since the outer face of T is an octagon (Observation 1) and all side vertices are apices of acute angles (Obser- 
vation 2), it follows that there must be at least one corner vertex of the polygon that is apex of an interior angle 
larger than n. 

The reasoning of Lemma 3.3 can be easily extended to weak /^-drawings [7]. A weak ß-drawing is one in which 
every pair of adjacent vertices has an empty /3-region, while pairs of non-adjacent vertices have /^-regions which 
might or might not be empty. 

Theorem 3.2 There exists an infinite family of outerplanar graphs which do not admit any convex ß-drawings 
or convex weak ß-drawings for all values of ß such that 1 < ß < 2 . Furthermore, these graphs do not admit any 
convex [l]-drawing or convex weak [l]-drawing. 

Sketch of proof: The family of graphs consists of all outerplanar graphs having the octagon as a subgraph. The 
proof of non-convexity of any (weak) /3-drawing of such graphs follows from Lemma 3.3. D 

4    Proximity Drawings of Connected Outerplanar Graphs 
We first state a general result on the maximum number of biconnected components that can be shared by a cut 
vertex in any /3-drawable graph and then apply the result to outerplanar /3-drawable graphs. 

4.1    Connectivity of /5-drawable Graphs 

Theorem 4.1 Given ßin[0, oo], let (k) be the maximum vertex degree in the block-cut-vertex tree of a (ß)-drawable 
graph. Similarly, let [k] be the maximum vertex degree in the block-cut-vertex tree of a [ß]-drawable graph. The 
vertex degrees (k) and [k] are related to the value of ß as follows: 

ß 
0</3<2 

ß = 2 

2<ß < oo 

(*) 

W < r AT! 
—TTX        -    '      2-7T     1~ 

[k] 

W < L^TJ 

[*] < LJ|LJ 
W < L^TJ 



Sketch of proof: The proof generalizes to outerplanar graphs the technique presented in [2] to show upper 
bounds on the maximum vertex degree of /?-drawable trees. In this extended abstract we show the bounds on 
the value (fc). The technique can be easily extended to show also the bounds on [k]. We assume that the graphs 
in question contain at least one cut-vertex (the theorem is trivially verified otherwise) and start by proving the 

entries of rows 1 and 2. .       . 
Let G be a (/3)-drawable graph for 0 < ß < 2, and let T be a (/3)-drawing of G. Let 5 be the set of points in 1 

that represents the vertices of G and let v be a cut-vertex of V shared by (k) blocks of G. since 0 < ß < 2, every 
edge of MST{S) is also an edge of T (see. e.g. [2]). Consider any two consecutive edges vx and vy of MST{S) 
incident with v such that they belong to two distinct blocks of T. We show that the minimum angle between vx 

and vy is always greater than a(ß), which implies (k) < [^fyl- 
Let Tx and Ty be the subtrees, containing x and y respectively, obtained by removing v from MST(S). Let 

x' G Tx and y' G Ty be the closest pair of vertices in these two subtrees. Notice that these vertices are not 
adjacent in V because they belong to two distinct blocks of G. Thus, there must be some vertex z G MST{S) 
such that z is an interior point of R(x',y',ß). Clearly z is neither a vertex of Tx nor a vertex of Ty, otherwise 
since 0 < ß < 2, we would have that either d(z, x') < d(x', y') or d(z, y') < d(x'y'), contradicting the minimality of 
d{x' y') (Observe that this condition does not preclude z from being either a vertex of the block of G containing 
x' or'of the block of G containing y'.) Since z is a vertex of MST(S) and is not adjacent to either x' or y', 
we have that d(z,x') > d(v,x) and d(z, y') > d(v,y) (if not, MST(S) would not be a minimum spanning tree). 
Furthermore, we have that d(x', y') < d{x, y) by the definition of points x' and y\ and that Lx'zy' > a{ß) since z 
is contained in R(x',y',ß). Hence, we can conclude that Lxvy > a(ß). 

We now prove the correctness of the entry in row 3. The fact that (k) < [^J for 2 < ß < oo is an immediate 

consequence of the following claim. 
Claim: If a graph is (/3)-drawable for 2 < ß < oo, then its vertex degree is at most [^fyj- 

Proof of the claim:.   Let T be any (/3)-drawing for 2 < ß < oo, let v be a vertex of T with two consecutive 
incident edges vx and vy. Assume w.l.o.g. that d{v,x) < d{v,y). If the angle Lxvy < j(ß) then, by the definition 
of angle y(8), we have that x G R(v,y,ß), contradicting the assumption that both edges vx and vy belong to T. 

i ,i        I   2TT  I r~i 
Thus, the maximum number of edges incident on v cannot be greater than L^pyJ- 

Corollary 4.1  The following inclusion relations for Gco{ß) and Gco[ß] o.re true. 

1. Qco[l] C QA; 

2. Gco(ß) C 04 and Gco[ß] cg4forl<ß< ^J^y 

8. Qco{ß) C g4 and Gco[ß] Q Gs for ß = ^J^y 

4- Gco(ß) C G5 and Gcolß] C 05 for jz^^f) < ß < 2; 

5. Gco{2) C 05- 

Figure 5(a), shows a [l]-drawing of an outerplanar graph of class 04. The same drawing is also both a ß- 
drawing for 1 < ß < ^^ and a (TZ^y)-drawing. Figure 5(b) shows an outerplanar [I=^_]-drawing 

of an outerplanar graph of class Gz- The same drawing is also both a ^-drawing for 1_co
1
g(^L) < ß < 2 and a 

(2)-drawing. 

4.2    Forbidden Outerplanar Graphs and Weak Proximity Drawings 

In [21] it is proven that a [l]-drawing is a subgraph of the Delaunay triangulation of its vertex set. In [3], the 
relationship between [l]-drawings of trees and Delaunay triangulations is exploited to define classes of forbidden 
trees (i.e., trees that are not [l]-drawable). We generalize the approach of [3] to show outerplanar graphs that do 
not admit [l]-drawings even if they satisfy the condition of Theorem 4.1. 

The following lemma relates outerplanar [l]-drawings (i.e. [l]-drawings with all vertices on the external face) 
to Delaunay triangulations. Its proof is omitted in this extended abstract. 
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Figure. 5: (a) A /3-drawing for 1< /3 < j^j^, and (b) a /3-drawing for 1_CQ
1
S(^L) < ß < 2. 

Lemma 4.1 Let T be an outerplanar [l]-drawing, let S be the set of vertices ofT, and let DT(S) be the Delaunay 
triangulation of S. Let C be a cycle of DT(S) that contains at least one vertex of S in its interior. Then there 
exists an edge ab e DT{S) and a vertex p£ S such that ab <£ T, A(apb) is a face ofDT(S), A(apb) is inside C, 
and Lapb > |. 

Based on the above result, the following lemma can be proved. 

Lemma 4.2 All exterior angles in an outerplanar [l]-drawing of an outerplanar graph are at least |. 

An extended octagon graph is a graph constructed by adding k biconnected components to each reflex vertex 
of the octagon (call this octagon the root of the extended octagon graph). The number k is the degree of the 
extended octagon graph. For example, the graph of Figure 6(a) is an extended octagon graph of degree 1, the 
graph of Figure 6(b) is an extended octagon graph of degree 3. 

Lemma 4.3 An extended octagon graph of degree 1 does not admit a [l]-drawing. 

Sketch of proof: Let G be an extended octagon graph of degree 1 and let G' be its root (see Figure 6 (a)). 
Suppose G admitted a [l]-drawing T. Observe that, by the same reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 3.3, T is an 
outerplanar [l]-drawing. Also, as in Lemma 3.3, there exist two consecutive exterior edges vu, vw of G' such that 
v is a corner vertex and Luvw < n. Let vz be an edge of G not in G'; we have that either luvz < f or Lzvw < | 
(or both), contradicting Lemma 4.2. D 

Lemma 4.4 An extended octagon graph of degree 3 does not admit a ß-drawing for any value of ß such that 
l</3<2. 

Sketch of proof: Let G be an extended octagon graph of degree 3 and let G' be its root (see Figure 6 (b)). 
Suppose G admitted a /^-drawing T for some ß £ [1,2]. With the same reasoning as in the proof of the previous 
lemma, we have that there exist two consecutive exterior edges vu, vw of G' such that v is a reflex vertex and 
Lxvy < ir. By the technique in the proof of Theorem 4.1, it is an easy task to show that the number of blocks 
that share v (other than G') and that can be drawn between edges uv and vw in T is at most [^pjj < 3, thus 
contradicting the assumption that T is a /3-drawing of G. D 
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Figure 6: (a) An outerplanar graph that does not admit a [l]-drawing, and (b) an outerplanar graph that does 
not admit a /3-drawing for 1 < ß < 2. 

We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section. The proof of the following theorem directly 
follows from Lemmas 4.3, 4.4, and from the observation that the maximum vertex degree of the block-cut-vertex 
tree of an extended octagon graph of degree k is k + 1. 

Theorem 4.2 For ß £ [1, 2], the sets Gco(ß) and Geo[ß] vary as shown in Table 1. 

Motivated by the existence of forbidden connected outerplanar graphs, we consider the the representability of 
outerplanar graphs with weak /^-drawings. 

Theorem 4.3 Every connected outerplanar graph G admits a weak [l]-drawing, and a weak (2)-drawing. Further- 
more, G admits a weak ß-drawing for any given ß such that 1 < ß < 2. 

Sketch of proof: There are several possible ways for constructing a weak /3-drawing of a connected outerplanar 
graph for 1 < ß < 2. For example, one can add edges to the input graph G to make it biconnected, construct 
a /i-drawing of G by the technique of Theorem 3.1 and then delete the dummy edges introduced during the 
make-biconnected step. D 

5    Open Problems 
Several questions remain open. For example, 

1. Completely characterize the class of /?-drawable connected outerplanar graphs for 1 < ß < 2. 

2. The drawing algorithms presented in this paper are based on the real RAM model of computation. It would 
be interesting to devise numerically robust algorithms for computing proximity drawings of graphs. For 
example, Theorem 4.3 shows that weak ^-drawings of outerplanar graphs are realizable. However, it would 
be interesting to study weak ^-drawings of graphs where the coordinates of the vertices are integer numbers 
or rational numbers of limited size. 

3. Study other aesthetic criteria of /3-drawings, other than convexity. Among them, we find particularly im- 
portant the area requirement, the aspect ratio, and the ratio of the longest to the shortest edge. 

4. Extend the /3-drawability question to the study the of non outerplanar graphs. Theorem 4.1 could be an 
useful starting point. 
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